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• A linear model that discover 
factorized distribution 
p(z)=p(z1)p(z2)…

• Fails on non-Gaussian data

PCA revisit



Normalization flow is better

• Theoretically, NF can map all kinds of distributions to a standard 
Gaussian

• Thereby factorize dimensions anyway



Factorization is useless

• Factorization only makes sense in 
statistics

p(x) = p(x1)p(x2)…p(x3)

• It is less useful for understanding the 
world. For example, how speech is 
generated by variations on phonetic 
content and speaker traits

• Ideally, we hope to find the causal 
factors of the physical world

Leng, S., Ma, H., Kurths, J. et al. Partial cross mapping eliminates indirect causal 
influences. Nat Commun 11, 2632 (2020). https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-020-
16238-0
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Disentanglement is a better concept

• If we believe a phenomenon is composed of 
atomic factors, then identifying those factors 
will be much more helpful for understanding 
and imagination  (reductionism)

• For ML, it will lead to ultimate generalization 

Bengio Y, Courville A, Vincent P. Representation learning: A review and new perspectives[J]. IEEE 
transactions on pattern analysis and machine intelligence, 2013, 35(8): 1798-1828.



Disentangle by ICA
• Finding the independent components, which is

more close to disentanglement.

• It does not assume distribution of each factor,
thus better than PCA.

• If the factors are linearly mixed, and all except
one is non-Gaussian, then the solution is
unique, by maximizing the independence
among factors, or equivalently non-
gaussianality.

P. ComonIndependent component analysis – a new 
concept? Signal Processing, 36 (1994), pp. 287-314



Disentangle by IB

Higgins, I., Matthey, L., Pal, A., Burgess, C., Glorot, X., Botvinick, M., Mohamed, S., and Lerchner, A. BetaVAE: Learning 
basic visual concepts with a constrained variational framework. 2016.



VAE family for disentanglement

文载道, 王佳蕊, 王小旭, 等. 解耦表征学习综述[J]. 自动化学报, 2022, 48(2): 351-374.



However, they are not identifiable

• Identifiability is not possible with 
unsupervised learning without inductive 
bias.

• This is because it can always reduce the 
independence among the latent code –
think about flow again.

• This applies to all deep unsupervised 
models, including nonlinear ICA, AE/VAE…

Francesco Locatello, Stefan Bauer, Mario Lucic, Gunnar Raetsch, Sylvain Gelly, Bernhard Schölkopf, and Olivier 
Bachem, “Challenging common assumptions in the unsupervised learning of disentangled representations,”
in international conference on machine learning. PMLR, 2019, pp. 4114–4124



The first identifiability theory with nonlinear 
ICA

• Introduce inductive bias

• Break i.i.d., let the same codes to 
compose different distributions  

• Independent factors si assumed

A. Hyvärinen and P. Pajunen. Nonlinear independent component analysis: Existence and uniqueness results. Neural Netw., 12(3):429–439, 1999.



Make nonlinear ICA identifiable

• The same base h and q compose 
likelihood for all segments

• There must be a linear transform 
between them

• The equal in distribution q(s) (with a 
transform) is still not identifiable for s

• In some special cases, s can be 
inferred from h.

A. Hyvärinen and P. Pajunen. Nonlinear independent component analysis: Existence and uniqueness results. Neural Netw., 12(3):429–439, 1999.



Rethink what happened

• Independence assumed for factors s

• H is combined in different ways (wτ) to approximate (log) 
probability of different τ

• This coincides with the way that the true factors are composed to 
form different τ

• In summary, it peeps s by looking at different ways that the 
factors are linearly combined (in statistics)!



Generalization of the result 

• Now we catch the core: let the factors do different things, and for 
each thing, they are independent but compose the thing in 
different ways

• This leads to a conditional independence assumption （a bit 
different from statistical independence）

• It was proved that in this case, factor s is identifiable

• The only thing is, we need to define the ‘conditional’ u 
Hyvarinen A, Sasaki H, Turner R. Nonlinear ICA using auxiliary variables and generalized contrastive learning[C]//The 22nd 
International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Statistics. PMLR, 2019: 859-868.



Pursue identifiability with auxiliary variable

• Define contrastive pair

• Train a model that can discriminate the two pairs

• hi(x) will reflect independent factors si if si follows

Hyvarinen A, Sasaki H, Turner R. Nonlinear ICA using auxiliary variables and generalized contrastive 

learning[C]//The 22nd International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Statistics. PMLR, 2019: 859-
868.



Pursue identifiability with auxiliary variable



Theoretical result

Hyvarinen A, Sasaki H, Turner R. Nonlinear ICA using auxiliary variables and generalized contrastive learning[C]//The 22nd International Conference on 
Artificial Intelligence and Statistics. PMLR, 2019: 859-868.



Why it works?

• Contrastive learning essentially improve a lower bound of MI(x,u),
which equals to learn a classifier/regressor using x to predict u

• Let x try its best to predict u, by collecting all the evidence of hi in 
an additive way. 

• For any u, it uses the same hi(x) to form the prediction in the 
same additive way, but with different weights . 

• There are many u, all need such combination of hi(x)

Hyvarinen A, Sasaki H, Turner R. Nonlinear ICA using auxiliary variables and generalized contrastive 

learning[C]//The 22nd International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Statistics. PMLR, 2019: 859-
868.



Why it works?

• By definition, the underlying factors form the same additive 
combination (in likelihood) when perform prediction for any u

p(u|s1,s2,…)∝p(u)q(s1|u)q(s2|u)… 

• Therefore, hi(x) must represent si, and ψi(hi,u) represents log q(si|u)

Log p(u|s1,s2,…)∝log q(s1|u) + log q(s2|u)… 



Important points

• U must impact x significantly, in order to see more combinations 
of s. If u is independent of x, then the conditional distribution 
p(x|u)=p(x), nothing can be obtained by looking at u.

• There must be many u and different u uses different ways to 
impact x.

• Transform h is invertible, to make sure all the information 
remained in the code. This recovers all the factors. 

Hyvarinen A, Sasaki H, Turner R. Nonlinear ICA using auxiliary variables and generalized contrastive 

learning[C]//The 22nd International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Statistics. PMLR, 2019: 859-
868.
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Link to supervised learning

• Let u is a class, and train an NN to predict u 
from x

• The hidden units tend to represent factors 
that were combined to predict u, by 
contributing p(s|u)

• Therefore, s should be related to u, otherwise 
not necessarily to be found by optimizing 
p(u|s)

• Example, predict animals, factors could be 
shape, fur, ears, etc, but position is not 
important.

• Problem: u must be diverse enough, so just a 
few class categories does not work.

• Think: speaker and phone recognition net; 
animal recognition net.



Link to the theory to Self-training

• Let u to be the history

• Assume conditional q(si(t)|u(t)) = q(si(t)|si(t-1))

• Then the contrastive learning learns independent factors

• This means self-training can learn independent codes, if using 
invertible transform h

Hyvarinen A, Sasaki H, Turner R. Nonlinear ICA using auxiliary variables and generalized contrastive 

learning[C]//The 22nd International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Statistics. PMLR, 2019: 859-
868.



But what it learns in exactly?

• U=x(t-1)  vs u=x(t*): what changed? 

• Let’s assume x(t) is a short time segment (frame), then u is more 
content related

• The ICA learning indicates that the dimensions of contrastive 
learning reflects content-sensitive factors

• If U is in a larger scope, e.g., utterance, then the learning identifies 
sentence-sensitive factors



Self or not self

• The theory seems connect supervised learning and self-
supervised learning

• There is no fundamental difference, if we treat class c just as an 
auxiliary variable as time index t. 

• All the variables indicate that someone is similar to someone, 
and/or that someone is different from someone.

• Therefore, open-set or close-set seems not a big difference.
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Self-supervised learning by dataAug: 
focusing on invariable factors
• For ICA, it is assumed all the 

factors are independent and 
changed freely. 

• In practice, factors may be in 
group and correlated.

• Block identifiability could be 
obtained by data augmentation.

Von Kügelgen J, Sharma Y, Gresele L, et al. Self-supervised learning with data augmentations provably isolates content from style[J]. 
Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems, 2021, 34.



Block identifiability by augmentation

Von Kügelgen J, Sharma Y, Gresele L, et al. Self-supervised learning with data augmentations provably isolates content from style[J]. 
Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems, 2021, 34.



Block identifiability by augmentation

• If one can learn the clean and corrupted data pairs perfectly using an 
inverse transform f, then f can be used to pick up the content (invariant) 
dimensions.

• The corruption should involve itself and its neighbourhood

Von Kügelgen J, Sharma Y, Gresele L, et al. Self-supervised learning with data augmentations provably isolates content from style[J]. 
Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems, 2021, 34.



Block identifiability by augmentation

• Perhaps no negative samples are required, thanks to entropy 
constraint with invertible transform

Von Kügelgen J, Sharma Y, Gresele L, et al. Self-supervised learning with data augmentations provably isolates content from style[J]. 
Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems, 2021, 34.



Block identifiability by augmentation

• One may try to control the entropy directly

Von Kügelgen J, Sharma Y, Gresele L, et al. Self-supervised learning with data augmentations provably isolates content from style[J]. 
Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems, 2021, 34.



Causal3DIdent dataset

Von Kügelgen J, Sharma Y, Gresele L, et al. Self-supervised learning with data augmentations provably isolates content from style[J]. 
Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems, 2021, 34.



Data augmentation could be complex and 
off the manifold

Von Kügelgen J, Sharma Y, Gresele L, et al. Self-supervised learning with data augmentations provably isolates content from style[J]. 
Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems, 2021, 34.



Can we perform data aug on the latent 
code?
• Cycle loss may provide a possibility



Conclusion

• Factorization: it is trivial, with flow, with MI, with adversarial 
training… 

• Disentanglement: Not possible, must be with inductive prior. If the 
prior is clear, identifiability is possible.

• Self-supervised Learning: A way of unsupervised learning with 
inductive prior. More complex forms can be easily obtained by 
involving multiple auxiliary variables.

• Data Augmentation: Data aug determine the prior, and provide 
identifiability.


